Temperature effects on feline cortical and spinal evoked potentials.
To evaluate the effects of hypothermia on the somatosensory evoked potentials, baseline cortical and spinal evoked responses were obtained following induction of anesthesia at normal body temperature in five cats. The body temperature was lowered between 5 degrees and 6 degrees C and repeat cortical and spinal evoked responses were obtained. The cats were warmed to their original normal temperatures and the cortical and spinal evoked responses were repeated. After cooling the spinal evoked responses showed an average 40% increase in the latency (range 29-51%). Three of the animals showed a change in the normal waveform with the development of two distinct peaks instead of a single waveform. This was thought to be due to the varied vulnerability of the different cortical tracts to the lower temperature. Upon rewarming, the average latency returned to within 2.7% of the initial value, and the double waveform reunited to form a single wave. With cooling, the cortical evoked responses showed a similar consistent increase in latency. However, there was a much larger variability in the appearance of the waveforms. There was a range from an almost nonexistent wave in two cats to various waveform changes in the other cats. After rewarming there was a much slower return to normal latency in waveform than was found with the spinal evoked potentials. These experimental findings revealed an apparent deleterious, although reversible, effect on the somatosensory evoked potentials. Until the physiologic effects of cooling on the spinal cord are better understood, it is recommended that the temperature of patients undergoing spinal instrumentation be kept as close to normal as possible.